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УДК 530.145

А.В.Забродин, А.Д.Миронов, Л.О.Чехов

Многолетлезое приближение в теории р-адкческих
струн и деревья Брюа-Титса. I.

Мировая поверхность открытой р-адической струны интерпретируется
как факторпространство Р=т/Г, где Т является деревом Брюа-
Титса для р-адической линейной группы GL(2,Q

D
) , a rc?c-L(2,Q )

есть некая группа Шотки. Граница этой мировой поверхности соот-
ветствует р-адической кривой Мамфорда конечного рода. Динамика
струны описывается локальным гауссоным действием на факторлэо-
ванном пространстве р . Тахионные амплитуды, выраженные через
р-адические ©-функции, вычислены для кривых Мамфорда произ-
вольного рода. Приведен сравнительный анализ их с соответствую-
щими амплитудами в архимедовом случае. Предполагается гипотеза,
связывающая суммирование по пространству модулей алгебраических
кривых с теорией арифметических поверхностей. Мы также приводим
необходимый математический аппарат, включающий подход Мамфорда
для р-адических алгебраических кривых. В рамках рассматриваемого
подхода обсуждается проблема замкнутых р-адических струн.

A.V.Zabrodin, A.D.Miroaov, L.O.Chekhov

Multiloop Calculations in p-Adic String Theory find Bruliat-Tita

Trees. I.

We treat the open p-adic string v/orld sheet as a coset space

F=T/r, where T is the Bruhat-Tits three for the p-adic linear

group GL(2,Q ) and TcPGL(2,Q ) is aome Schotxky group. The

boundary of this world sheet corresponds to p-adic Mumford curve

of finite genus. The string dynamics is governed by the local

gaussian action on the ooset space F. Tbe tachyon amplitudes ex-

pressed in terras of p-adic 9-functions are proposed fox the Mum-

ford ourve of arbitrary genua. We compare them with the corres-

ponding usual archiinedean amplitudes. The sum over moduli spane

of the algebraic ourves is conjectured to be expressed in the

arithmetic aivface terms. We also give the necessary mathematical

background including the Mumfcrd approach to p-edio algebralo our-

ves. The connection of the problem of olosed p-adjc string with

the considered topics is discussed.
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1. Introduction.

The idea of a non-archimedean string proposed in the papers [1-4]

has stimulated a great activity in this field [5-10]. There were

suggested different approaches. One of them treats both the string

coordinates (and momenta) and the string amplitudes as complex-

(or real-) valued functions, but the string world sheet variables

as the p-adic numbers [3,4]. This approach seems to be the most

fruitful. At least, it was the only one which allows to obtain

some non-trivial results and to compare them with the archimedean

ones. For example, Freund, Olson and Witten (3,4] have interpreted

bosonic string amplitudes at the tree level of perturbation theory

over the non-archimedean local field О (р is a prime number) as

integrals of seme combinations of multiplicative characters on О

(it is very close logically to the definition of the corresponding

amplitudes for the usual open string over the real field) . They

discovered a remarkable property of the theory, namely, the

so-called 'product formula' (see also [11]). That is, they have

calculated the 4-point tachyon amplitude, A^
p)
, which is given in

the archimedean case by the Veneziano formula for A
 n
 :
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where к are d-dimensional vectors, к к denote the corresponding
4

scalar products, and the condition £/c=0 is implied, together
with the constraints fc(=2. Then it was demonstrated that (with

appropriate regularization involved)
j

A1<O>[~\A(P>=1 (1 .2 )
P

where p runs over all prime numbers. Some non-trivial extensions

of this formula also have boen obtained [7].

Now some questions arise:

1) . Whether it is possible to obtain the p-adic amplitudes

(1.1) within the Polyakov approach?

2). Whether there exist any more formulas like eq.(1.2)?

3). Whether there exists some formulation of the string

theory taking into account the adelic (or arithmetic) structure vrf



eq.(1.2), i.e. the formulation which includes string theories over

&11 р simultaneously?

The first question was answered at the trse level of perturbation

theory. That is, the non-local action was proposed [8] which

reproduces the Freund-Olson amplitudes:

p(p-l) f
s [ f

 ] j
 d x d x

 .
 ( 1

.
3 )

4(p+l) In p О |v-x' |

Here dx is the additive Haar measure on С and we only write the
p

single scalar field fix) for simplicity. We know a similar

object in archinedean string theory. It is 'the effective action'

governing the field dynamics on the boundary of the open string

world sheet. Actually, this object is a secondary one, as it

originates from the world sheet local action upon integrating out

the field fluctuations in the interior of the world sheet.

It turns out that the situation is just the same in the

non-archimfedean case. Indeed, a natural analog of the p-adic world

sheet; was proposed by one of us [9,10]. There was demonstrated

that a discrete homogeneous space T (the so-called Bruhat-Tits

tree) whose boundary is 0 , yields the correct analog of the

interior of the open string world sheet. It was shown too that

there exists a simple 'lattice' local action (a kind of the

gaussian model) on the tree which produces the correct p-adic

string amplitudes.

In this paper we propose a multiloop generalization of the

above results. We consider the Bruhat-Tits tree which is an

in/inite homogeneous graph without cycles, <>ach vertex being

connected with exactly p+1 neighbours by edges of unit length, as

p-adic zero genus Riemann surface. (We use the term 'surface' in

the Bruhat-Tits construction as it is direct non-archimedean

analog ot the орип string world sheet.) To produce p-adic Riemann

surfaces of higher gnne<ra we should factorize the tree by some

discrete (SchottJcy) groups. The surface obtained is the graph with

cycles (their number is <?qual to the genus of the surface) , the

properties of this graph can bo described by means of the

so-called reducod graph, which is the finite subgraph containing

only the cycles with crcsspieces between thorn. It permits to
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introduce the p-adic counerpart of the Jacobian, period matrix et

cetera. All this machinery as well as the detailed description of

the Bruhat-Tits tree is contained in tiie Sect.2.

Having a local action on the tree we can calculate the p-adic

string amplitudes. This action turns out to be the discrete analog

of the usual quadratic one. Thus in order to find the amplitudes

one needs to construct the solutions to the Neumann problem. The

Neumann boundary condition is imposed by the following reasons.

The archimedean case teaches us that algebraically non-closed

local field plays the role of a boundary of an open string world

sheet. We know that the open string is characterized by the

Neumann boundary condition. The situation in the non-archimedean

case is to be quite similar with the exception of one point: there

exist a number of algebraic extensions of the field О in contrast

to the field Й, each extension corresponding to the different type

of the open string.

The problem of finding the Green function with the tleumann

boundary condition can be "solved by two methods. The first is to

find the solution to the Laplace equation. One of us followed this

way in the paper [12] where slightly modified (in comparison to

this paper) notations have been used. The second way to calculate

the Neumann function is to use the path integral approach. This

method was developed in general case of arbitrary lattice theory

by Yu.Zinov'ev [13] and we apply it to produce the tachyon string

amplitudes in Sect.3.2-3.3.

The obtained results appear to have a very natural structure.

Namely, the archimedean answer turns out to be just the same, with

the usual norms, abelian differentials, period matrix, etc. being

substituted by their p-adic counterparts (Sect.3.3). Certainly, it

is consistent with precedent predictions for genus 1 [14].

In this paper we calculate only the tachyon p-adic

amplitudes, with no accounting of corresponding determinants which

are to be introduced for the correct normalization. We also

present the evaluation of the specially defined Laplace operator

determinants (Sect.3.3). The way to correctly determine them as

well as the p-adic amplitudes for the emission of tha states with

higher spins is unknown at this moment. The difficulties appearing

here are discussed in Section 4. In particular the crucial roJe of
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the p-adic analog of the closed string (given by a string model

over the complete algebraically closed field П) is pointed out.

We know that the archimedean Riemann surfaces, parametrized

by the Schottky groups (over R or C) uniformize all algebraic

curves over archimedean fields (K or C) . This is not the case in

p-adic theory. That is, the p-adic Schottky parametrized Riemann

surfaces uniformize only some class of algebraic curves over

p-adic field, namely, the so-called Mumford curves. These curves

are placed close (in p-adic sense) to that part of the moduli

space boundary which corresponds to highly degenerate algebraic

curves. This fact is of a great importance and it is not caused by

unfortunate parametrization (indeed, the Schottky parametrization

is in a sense unique). Certainly, such a situation should be

clarified anyway. A sketch of the resolution of this issue is also

contained in Section 4. Finally, we briefly discuss a possible way

how one may integrate over the moduli space of algebraic curves in

order to obtain a kind of 'arithmetic string partition function'

and correctly normalized amplitudes. We formulate a conjecture in

the spirit of the adelic string viewpoint and the product formula

[6]. Indeed, by this consideration we tried to answer partially

the third question above.

At last, it is interesting to generalize the relation (1.2)

to the string amplitudes at higher levels of the perturbation

theory proposed in this paper. It would answer the second question

of the above list of problems. The work on this topic is in

progress now. Some comments on these problems with several

concluding remarks can be found in Section 5.

There are also three Appendices. The first contains the

necessary facts about an identification of the tree boundary with

p-adic numbers. Appendix В is devoted to some analytic objects

over 0 -fields like в-functions. The properties of p-adic
p

e-functions and associated Prime forms for the Schottky groups are

briefly reviewed. The formula for the period matrix determinant

expressed in terms of the moduli of the p-adic Riemann surface is

presented in Appendix C.

This paper falls into two pieces - the first contains Sect.'s

1-3.2 and the second - the rest of the paper. We preserve the
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united numerations of references, figures and sections for both

parts. The rapid version of this work was presented [15].

2. Schottky Parametrization of String World Sheet.

In this section we briefly describe Riemann surfaces over 0

field. We only formulate the statements with some comments. The

reader can easily find the necessary proofs and more material

concerning this subject in refs.[15-19]. We begin with the

description of Riemann surface over R in order to work an insight,

as this case appears to be logically close to 0 one.

2.1. The Schottky groups.

To begin with, we describe 'real Riemann surfaces' (RRS for

brevity) which are closely connected with algebraic curves over

R. The word 'surface' may seem to be nonadequata in this context,

because here we deal with one - dimensional objects over K.

Nevertheless, we shall use such terminology in order to attain an

unification when working with different number fields. Besides this

the word 'surface' refers to the algebraic curve uniformized by a

Schottky group in some analytic domain. To obtain RRS one has to

start with natural action of SL(2,K) group on the real axis (we

always imply the compactifled real axis R, or eguivalently,
ax + b tab)

projective line P (R)): x* , being SL(2,R) matrix,
ex + d { с d )

ad-bc-1. He call P (R) the zero genus RRS; it determines all

properties of the string model in the zero loop approximation. For

example, one easily obtains correct expressions for the string

amplitudes using the well-known non-local action (throughout this

paper we consider , for simplicity, the single string

coordinate):

1 [*>(*) - f>(y)]
2

S - -STdx dy . (2.1.1)

However, a aore fruitful approach exists: we would obtain

these amplitude» from a local action on some extended object which

we call extended RRS (ERRS), the RRS being ERRS boundary. The

terms RRS and ERRS are not standard and are introduced in thie

paper for convenience. We shall also use the notations в RS and
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EC RS with the similar sense. To obtain ERRS one has to extend the
p
 az + b

SZ.(2,R) action to upper half plane by clear means: z* , zeC,

f a b )
 c z + d

Irz *0, jeSL(2,R). Then the upper half plane is just ERRS
\cd\

(the open string world sheet). To make this subject more evident

one can provide ERRS with SL(2,R)-invariant hyperbolic metric and

ireat it as homogeneous space of SL(2,R) factorized by its maximal

compact subgroup SO(2). This object is called the hyperbolic

plane. The local action on ERRS generating (2.1.1) is written as

S = — f дф дф d
3
z, ze hyperbolic plane. (2.1.2)

2

The same technique works for genus one Riemarm surface. In

fact, one needs to fix two arbitrary real disc3 x> and О at first

stage. We choose them to be :

^/q |jreR}, 0<|<j| <l,cj>O,<j€R. (2.1. 3)

Another choice of these discs corresponds to other fundamental

domain of the Schottky group (see below). The complement of these

discs to whole R: R\(DjU Z>2) (Da is closure of n ) is a

fundamental domain for the subgroup of 51.(2,R) generated by the

Vq 0
matrix > . e 51.(2,R), which multiplies x by q and is the

0 V 1/g
л

simplest example of Schottky group Г. So the coset space R/Г

consists of two segments, both with identified endpoints, or,

equivalontly, of two circles S
1
 whose lengths are equal to

/ l/q -V q and are related to the moduli space parameter q. This

set is just an example of RRS. In this case ERRS having this RRS

as a boundary is a cylinder. The extended fundamental domain of Г

is depicted in Fig.l. (In fact, one has to identify the boundaries

of fundamental domain, resulting in the cylinder). Indeed, the

SRRS is the coset of hyperbolic plane by Г, so SX-(2,R) acts

naturally on 3RRS.

Now we generalize the above construction to higher genera. At

first, we define Schottky group over a local field К (for
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convenience we don't specify the field at this moment). Instead

of SL(2.0 ) we would like to consider a slightly modified group,
p

namely PGL(2,K) which is determined to be equivalence classes of

GL(2,K) matrices with respect to multiplication by a non-zero

element. (This extension corresponds to a pair of uncoupled planes

in archimedean case and doesn't affect the results.) Certainly, we

can consider SL(2,K) construction as well, but we prefer

PGI.(2,К)-group as more natural one from the Bruhat-Tits viewpoint.

The natural PGL(2,K.) action on P
J
(K) (which is just zero genus

KRS) is given in homogeneous coordinates (x ,x ) by

f *
b
)(*o) {

a b
}

I I I I ' I <=PGZ,(2,K), or, equivalently,
az + b

z+ , zer. Mote that PGL(2,K) exhausts all possible
cz + d

automorphisms of P (K).

An abstract Schottky group Г is, by definition, a free

discrete subgroup of PGL(2,K) with a finite number of generators

Г
х
еРвЦ2,К), i«=l,...,g. In fact, all non-unit elements of Г are

hyperbolic, i.e. corresponding PGL(2,К)-matrices should have

different moduli of their eigenvalues. Each generator r
i
 is

defined by three parameters. He choose them to be two (distinct)

fixed points u , г (7
1
(ч

1
)
ж
 и , *,("•,)"

 v
 )

 an<
i

 t n e
 coefficient

K
(
. They define ?(z) by the equation:

= К . (2.1.4)

z - v
t

Explicit parametrization of r
(
 is

1

For any local field К one can extend the PGL(2,K)-action on

1С» p'(K) to the homogeneous space H -PGH2,K)/G, в being maximal

compact subgroup of PGL(2,K). For example, PGI(2,C)-action can be

extended from С to the upper half space (eee for ex. [18]). A

fundamental domain for the Schottky group Г acting on tne

'extended' space H is denoted by Г(Г) and corresponding
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fundamental domain on H a p
1
 (К)\£(Г) is denoted by aF(T), Е(Г)

being the set of all limit points of Г, i.e. the closure of limit

points of all non-unit elements re Г. These fundamental domains

are imbedded into the covering spaces H and 3 respectively. We

shall deal with the coset spaces F з и/Г and 3F а Н/Г which can be

produced from F(V) and dF(T) by an appropriate glueing. The

notation dF refers to the fact that dF can be realized as the

boundary of F (see above example for the archimedean case and the

constructions of Subsect.2.2 for non-archimedean local fields).

Let us present an explicit construction of the so-called

classical Schottky groups acting on K. Consider 2g open discs У ,

л

S бК (i=l,,..,g) such that their closures 5 and 5 do not

intersect and have the same radius r • Then we can construct a

Schottky group Г with g generators r, corresponding to the pairs

v К
 as follows:

 O*\v-*.,' M ^ J - V
г=Х/\к\/г-К\х/2\ and U [e 9 n , v . e ^ . Then

*Г(Г9)-К\^19м»9и), (2.1.5)

i s a fundamental domain of the classical Schottky group Г . For
9

we suppose that the discs do not contain the point

«.Throughout this paper we only deal with groups of this type,

though ws know that non-classical groups could be important in

uniformization problem when К is specialized as C.

Thus any KRS is represented by dF. In particular, RRS is a

collection of g+1 disconnected circles S
1
, the connection between

those and moduli space being far from obvious. In fact, in the

cylinder case we have observed that two circles are described by

unique moduli parameter q. But one can cut the cylinder in its

middle part by a proper closed curve (so-called invariant axis

[21], see also below), which immediately describee moduli space.

Such procedure can be easily generalized to higher genus extended

Riemann surface. In О case we shall introduce a 'reduced graph'
p

(l-chain complex) corresponding to the moduli space in aore direct

way, this g aph being just the analogue of the cut described

above. Now extend the action of Г from R to upper half plane, the

boundaries of ff , S being extended to half circle* on it. Then
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we produce the fundamental domain Р(Г) which is just ERRS (after

glueing) and it can be interpreted as the coset of hyperbolic

plane by Г.

On the one hand, the life on ERRS has an essential

advantage, namely, the locality of the string action which has the

form (2.1.2) on ERRS. But ERRS itself is a rather complicated

object. On the other hand ,IRRS, being the simple one-dimensional

object, should be provided with non-local action in order to

reproduce the correct string amplitudes [22]. In Sect.4 we shall

present some more arguments in favour of 'extended' viewpoint. It

seems to be quite natural since it is the extended object that is

analogous to the string world sheet in the archimedean case.

2.2 Riemann surface over О and Bruhat-Tits tree.
p

It is just the time to describe the construction of the Riemann
surfaces over (D field. To obtain the extended zero genus О RS one

p p

has to factorize PGL<2,<Q ) by its maximal compact subgroup, that
is PGL(2,'£ ), being determined as 2x2 matrices with p-adic integer

P

entries and invertible determinant in Z . It is this homogeneous

space that is called Bruhat-Tits tree T. It is manifestly

determined to be the connected infinite graph with no loops; each

vertex of T being connected with p+1 neighbour vartices by edges.

Obviously, any two vertices z , z in the tree are connected by

exactly one path z-*z . We define the dlolance d(z , z ) between

these vertices to be the number of edges in the path z*z .

There are half-axes in the tree which are infinite subtrees

with no branch points but with single starting point (Fig.2). We

introduce an equivalence relation for half-axes: two half-axes

given by infinite sequence of vertices (z ,z ,...) and (z',z',...J

are equivalent if 3 k,nel: z =z'tn Vjsk. We call the equivalence

classes the rays. Then the tree T can be compactif ied by adding

the set of 'infinitely far points' dT defined as the set of all

rays. In fact, вт can be canonically identified with P1
 (O ). On

p

the other hand, the PGL(2,0 ) -action can be naturally extended to

or from the tree T, so we shall consider dT as the boundary of

compactif ied tree TuflT with PGI.(2,0 ) -action on it.
p.

In order to 'coordinatize' P (0 ) we fix a point С (the
'origin') in T. This vertex corresponds to three half-axes



starting at С whose endpoints in ЭТ a p*(C ) are (0,l,«), by

definition. Then we can identify P
l
(0 ) with О and after fixing с

only PGL(2,Z )-freedom remains (for details see [16,17] and
p

Appendix A). Now С is the fixed point of PGL(2,t ) and we describe
the PGL(2,d ) -action on T manifestly as follows: PGL(2,O ) acts

on T'PGL(2,0 )/PGL(2,Z ) transitively and isometrically (i.e. the
p p

distances d(«,>) are conserved); vertices correspond to

gPGL(2,Z )g'
x
 subgroups, geP<?L(2,0 ), and edges correspond to

gHg subgroups, H=| I, a,b,c,d el , c<=.M and ad t M, where H
[ей)

 p

is the unique maximal ideal in the ring 1 (i.e.

|

p p

Let us define a knonch В to be an entire subgraph of T with

the only boundary point z in the interior of T. The graph В is

called entire if B\dB is a connected graph (Fig.2) (this

definition differs slightly from the one given in [10]). In what

follows, we assume that the branches contain no cycles (in case of

the factoriHed tree also). Then the set of rays contained in В

corresponds to an open domain ЭВ in ЭТ and induces a natural
A
 Z

topology on О .
p

Thus we have desribed the zero genus E0 RS. Note that, as above,

the correct string amplitudes may be produced from the nonlocal

action on О RS [8] (1.3) and from the local action on EO RS [9]

which shall be described in Sect.3.1, see formulae(3.1.12). It is

also valid for higher genus surfaces [23].
Now introduce О RS and EO RS of higher genera. We consider a

p p

Schottky group Г over 0 acting on T. Then for any hyperbolic
P

element уеГ the only jr-invariant axis in T exists which is called

jr-axis (by definition, an axis is an infinite connected subtree

with no branch vertices and terminating vertices inside T

(Fig.2)). Each element i acts by shifts along the corresponding

q 0
T-axis, and for any r conjugated to the element

-ord g I
0 1

0<
|<ll • P

 P
 <1» the shift is equal to ord q. So the hyperbolic

element has no invariant vertices and edges. Another description

of y-axis uses the fact that axis endpoints in 8T are fixed points

of у ,and any two such points are connected by the only path in

the tree. Obviously, this path is the invariant y-axis. More
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precisely, the action of у on the whole tree is the shift along

y-axes defined by |g| with a simultane

y-axes defined by the 'phase' of q, i.e. by

y-axes defined by |g| with a simultaneous 'rotation' around

We define the Schottky tree Т(Г), which is a union of axes of

all elements of Г and crosspieaes between them (crosspiece is the

unique finite path which has common vertices but not edges with

two chosen axes), or, equivalently, a minimal connected subgraph

containing the axes of all elements of Г (let us remind that

composition of any two hyperbolic elements у ,r e Г is again a

hyperbolic element unless y^y"
1
). Then Т(Г)сТ, аТ(Г)сЗТ and

is a (inile graph, which is called the reduced graph

(sometimes we add index g which labels the number of loops in the

corresponding graph). Let us demonstrate a way in which the

reduced graph permits to construct EO RS from the Bruhat-Tits

tree. As the first step we consider the simplest example, namely,

the torus. We choose an element r generating Г in the form:

q о
| kL (2.2.1)

The y-axis passes through the origin C, the fixed points u,veO *flT
p

are zero and infinity and any element of Г acts on the axis m 0

by Д-shifts, A=0 mod ord g (see Fig. 3a) . So the Schottky tree is a

single axis, / is a cycle (ring) consisting of maord q edges. To

obtain EO RS we factorize T by Г^: FfT/Г^ (Fig. 3b). The result

may be realized as a fundamental domain for Г̂  glued into a ring.

Correspondingly, it induces the isomorphism 8F
x
*e{T/r

t
)*aT/r^. So

far we have seen that F" can be produced from F by truncating all

branches with origins at the reduced graph. It appears to be

general procedure for the surface of arbitrary genus. The inverse

operation is clear as well: to construct EO RS F *Т/Г it ia
p я ' я

necesriry to draw the reduced graph with given number of loops

(this number g is equal to genus of the surface) and after that to

add all the necessary branches with origins at the vertices of the

reduced graph (Fig.4a,b). If one treats identity

transformation as the trivial Schottky group T
Q
 then F* is merely

a single vertex (denoted above as C), and T/P
Q
'T.

Now one can see that the reduced graph cons lets of 3g-3 or

lees segments (segment in F" is the line containing о Л у
я
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2-vertices and connecting two branching vertices in F" (see

Fig.4a)). We denote the lengths of these segments s • In fact,

they are 'the moduli' of corresponding p-adic surface. Strictly

speaking, these parameters are p-adic orders of the moduli of an

algebraic curve, but we shall call them merely moduli. Thus F*

provides a good description of moduli space of Riemann surfaces

over О . The structure of F" contains all necessary information
p e

about 8F which consists of several different components, each of

them being isomorphic to an open set in P*(O ) (i.e. the boundary

dB of a branch £ in F ) which, in its turn,defined as a boundary

ав of some branch В in F . So non-trivial dependence on moduli is

gathered into JT\ but all properties at snail distances on P (0 )

(moduli space of the punctures) are determined by geometry of a

single boundary component. Thus if we wish to restrict string

amplitudes produced from the local action on F to 8F we should

take into account only the reduced graph when all points belong to

different components of dF and, quite contrary, only structure of

the boundary component is important in the case when points belong

to one component of dF. In particular, for zero genus surface the

reduced graph schrinks into the point and we deal with the

boundary of the whole tree (the nonlocal action of [8] is given

on the whole 0 I).

To conclude this section we introduce eome analytic

constructions on EC RS. Generally speaking, they are well-defined

only over algebraically closed field (be but we shall restrict
p

them to О . Here we consider the simplest objects (as the period

group and the Jacob! map) leaving e-functions and Prime forms'to

Appendix B.

Given a Schottky group Г, we define the abelian group

Н**Г/[Г,Г], where [Г,Г] is the consultant of Г. Then the scalar

product in H is given by:

ix.,x.) - П I",. V * V
 rr
,)> **J (2.2.2a)

» V » V »
r
,} ' (2.2.2b)

Here x
t
,X are classes of r

t
 and r. in Я ((*,•) depend* only on
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classes of elements) and classes of equivalence в \G/Q, can be

i. L •"

parametrized by the elements r "t
i
 '--•'У, / _/,*<*» *\**' ***̂ '

a-c to-d * *

{a,b,c,d}» ^d"S^e *
s t n e c r o S B

~
r a t

i ° - Now
 w e c a

" construct the

period group В by the isomorphism:

<p: H+ B, *>(*)»(',*>• (2.2.3)

Here В is a discrete subgroup of the p-adic g-dimensional torus

(0 )* (o is the multiplivative group of 0 ) and the elements of W
p p

 p
 * n

are naturally identified with the functions on (O ) . The factor

(О )
Я
/В is the 'p-adic Jacobian'. One can check the correctness of

these definitions [16].

At last, we observe the connection between H,B and reduced

graph F". It is important that these objects depend only on F". It

again confirms the separating of moduli dependence from the

dependence connected with geometry of each component of 3F. Let us

introduce on T the '^-restricted intersection index' of two paths

<y*x_,y-*y> , where the notation x+y denotes the oriented path
1 2 1 Z R

from x to y. This index is merely the number of common edges

(accounting for the orientation) which, besides it, belong to the

reduced graph F". Every Schottky generator r corresponds to a

cycle 1{t) in F". ' Thus we have a natural scalar product

<Z{% ) ,Z(z )> on the abelian group of 1-chaine which is just

ord (х
(
,х ) and it is a direct analog of the imaginary part of

period matrix Im т in the archiaedean case. Note that the choice

of Schottky generators зг
(
 determines the basis of cycles

in F"
 (
and the period matrix as well:

(J i )
>

K
. (2.2.4)

(This definition differs from the one adopted in [15] by a sign).

Finally, we have to descibe the Jacobi map. It can be written

in the Poincare product form like (2.2.2) and its manifest

expression is not necessary for us. But the p-adic order of this
z

map, which is the counterpart of /w
(
 in the archimedean case ((w

(
)

z
o

is a basis of the holomorphic sections of canonical line bundle on
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the surface), will be important in Sect.3. So consider EO RS F and

fix a point z e8F which maps into zero of the Jacobian. If {i
t
)

are Schottky generators which define the basis of cycles Z(r ) in

F* then the order of the Jacob! map is given by:

ord
p
 j

z
 (г) = <Z*Z

O
,Z(T

I
)>

R
, ze ЭГ. (2.2.5)

This definition is correct as (2.2.5) is defined up to the choice

of cycles, which results into p-adic order of the element of the

period group, and Jacob! map is defined up to the period group

torus, as in the ordinary case. This ambiguity does not affect the

amplitudes (see Sect.'3) . It is easy to check that ord j (z)
1 p z

o '

really depends only ori F
1
". Thus ord В =ord_*>(*) =ord {•,x) =<•,X>

R

(c.f. (2.2.3)), the Jacobi map has the order given by (2.2.5). All

these quantities are non-archimedean counterparts of the usual

ones, and the string amplitudes are expressed in these terms.

3. Tachyon Emission Amplitudes from the Humford Curve.

In this section we obtain the W-point amplitude for arbitrary

multiloop graph. The plan is the following: the section falls into

three subsections. In the first one we fix notations and give

general definitions, in the second one the 1-loop case wiJl be

considered in detail; the third part is devoted to multiloop case

and to the comparison with the archimedean case.

3.1 The Basic Definitions.

Passing in this section to unified notations we shall use the

standard language of algebraic topology. Let us consider a

factorized tree F=T/Y with corrresponding reduced graph F". We

introduce the space С (n=O,l,...) of n-chains which are the formal

linear combinations of the oriented elementary n-symplexes uj"' in

the graph F, u
ioi
 being the vertices z , u'" being the edges e

(

(generally speaking, one may consider symplexes of higher

dimension): £ C,uJnl» C,6 "• Further, one can define the linear

врасе С of п-cochains which are the functions on С . We choose

the basis (u"") i

the scalar product:

the basis (u"") in C* such that 7|
(n
W

n)
(u

i

(nl
)=6 , and define
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v
СNow for arbitrary ф « V ?,т>. e С , z = [ ? u e C (we omit index

1 I П 1 1 П

n) one obtains by linearity:

<4i,x > = z e,v (3.i.j>

Index i runs over all vertices in F for C
o
 and over all edges for

C
x
- Later we shall approximate the graph F by finite subgraphs, so

these sums are well-defined. Having these scalar products we

identify the spaces С and С and denote elements of С and С as
•* n n 0 1

(P(z) and ф(е), respectively.

Note that F"-restricted intersection index (see Sect.2.2) is

indeed restricted from the scalar product (3.1.1):

<*,,|1
2
>,= £ ^(e^iye,). (3.1.2)

To clarify this construction let us consider two examples:

the first is the path x у which we shall also denote X^eC^, the

corresponding function ф(е) equals tl (the sign depends on the

mutual orientation of the path x у and each edge) for the edges

contained in this path, and zero otherwise. A cycle Z(y) is a

function фес which equals 4 1 for edges contained in this cycle

with, say, clockwise orientation, -1 for opposite orientation and

гего for edges outside of the cycle. Obviously, for cycles the

scalar products (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) are identical.

For each vertex zeF we define the dialance d(z,f*) (or simply

d(z)) by the formula:

d(z) = inf d(z.w). (3.1.3)

In the case of the trivial Schottky group Г d(z) coincides with

d(C,z) of ref.[10]. Further, we should define a measure on the

boundary dF. This measure и will be defined completely as soon aa

the measure on the basis of open sets ЭВ in dF is given:
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х
 \ (3.1.4)

for any branch В .

Stjcunpte. For g-loop graph г" (д>1) with the moduli s ,

i»l,...3g-3 the full measure of the boundary BF is:
я

[l - - ]s - |i + - )[ g - lj

зд-3

a(SF
g
) = [l - - ]s - |i + - )[ g - lj, s» У s

(
. (3.1.5)

Consider now the fundfcion <p{z)eC
Q
. Suppose the limit

atp(ir) -= lim (p(x)-p(z)) p
d ( z )

 (3.1.6)

z*x

exists for a point xedf. in this case we shall call a p(x) the
П

normal derivative of f at the boundary point x.

Now we shall introduce more notations originating from

(lattice) chain complexes theory. One can define the ca&mmdaoy

map. в :С
о
 С such that

3*
V
(e

r
) - (p(z'̂ ) - f(z^'). (3.1.7)

z
(
^' and z'

r>
 are endpoints of the edge e , the order in (3.1.7)

depends on the orientation of the edge. The operator conjugated to

8 is the iaundani} map в:С С which is defined as follows:

p+1

(8*)(z
o
) - E (±1)ф1е™). (3.1.8)

the sign is plus when arrows on edges enter the vertex z
Q
 and

minus otherwise, the sum runs over all edges e|
0)
 terminating in

Z
Q
. For any two functions with appropriate boundary conditions

imposed (see below) we have:

<d4,<p > - <#,Э*р> (3.1.9)

во the operators в and 9 are indeed conjugated to each other.

The Laplace operator on F acts locally as follows [20,9}:
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P+l

(3.1.10)

Here z
(
 are all neighbours of the vertex z. He can rewrite this

operator simply as

Д = -83*. (3.1.11)

The string action on F (the free Gaussian model action) is

the following (9J:

1
 * *

S[q>] = <a <f,a <p >. (3.1.12)
21np

It is natural to impose the Neumann boundary condition at the

infinity (see (3.1.5)):

a
n
(pU) = о, xedF, (3.1.13)

as it should ba expected in case of the open string. Then the

action (3.1.12) acquires the form:

1

S
[

V
]

 = <v
 ^ >. (3.1.14)

21np

Consider now the scattering process for W identical tachyons

attached to the boundary of F. Let Ec F denote the 'sphere', i.e.

the set of vertices: £=(ze F|d(z)-r). The definition of the
amplitude under consideration is the direct generalization of that
from Ref.[10]:

exp/-S[f]+ i Z к *(z )
I ' j-1

 J J

Л
н
(к ,...,k)- Zim У (3.1.15)

izt)€Er SDf exp4-5[f]V

where Jt are uomenta constrained by

N
£ fc»0 (nomentua conservation law) (3.1.16a)

i - l J

ID?
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and

Л
2
=2 (projective invariance condition) (3.1.16b)

The sum in (3.1.15) runs over all possible sites of N points

z on E . There exist two slightly different methods for

calculating the Gaussian integral (3.1.15). Consider the first

one, the second method will be used in subsect. 3.3. We should

find a solution ip^ to a classical equation of motion which can be

obtained from the exponential in (3.1.15):

N
A#>

cl
(Z) = -1 In p [ ЛД,1! ' (3.1.17)

here ^ = ( 1 , z=v; 0 elsewhere). The Laplacian (3.1.10) has

exactly one zero mode in С : <p = const. Integrating out this zero0 0
 further

b i
further

mode yields the infinite factor 3(£k) which will be omitted.

Substituting ipai into (3.1.15) gives:

j 1/2 I k^ci{zAл (К ,...,*)= lim ) ехр{ i/2 I К,?., (z,)}. (3.1.18)
Г*ю

(The condition (3.1.16a) ensures that zero mode dependence is

excluded from (3.1.18)).

The Neumann condition (3.1.13) being imposed, the solution

^ exists only if the constraint (3.1.16a) is satisfied.

Simultaneously, it guarantees that amplitudes do not depend on

ambiguities in determination of Green function (see subsect.2).

Tho limit r+v is correct and, moreover, does not depend on the

order in which the points z tend to boundary if the condition

(3.1.16b) is imposed. (The last proposition implies that we may

consider a more general case: each tachyon may live on its own

sphere E and the limits rpn can be taken in an arbitrary

order). Let us write f in the form:

N

<p (z) - -i In p £ kN{z,z ), (3.1.19)
ol j=l ' J

where N[z,v) is a Neumann function for the graph F. This function

is not uniquely defined but the answer (3.1.18) does not depend on

its concrete form. In fact, we define U{z,v) as follows:
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N(z,v) = N(v,z), (3.1.20a)

aW(z,Jf)-0, xeflF, (3.1.20b)
П

A
(i)
N(z,*0 =• «

г
 „ + t(z), (3.1.20c)

where к (2) is an auxiliary 'source' depending only on z. It

follows from (3.1.20b) that

I K(Z) = -1. (3.1.21)

zeF

If (3.1.16a) is valid »c(z) does not give a contribution to

(3.1.IB). In what follows we choose K(Z) to be concentrated at the

vertices of the reduced graph F". We shall apply this method to

the simplest, case of one-loop graph. For the general case of

g-loop graph this technique has been developed in the paper [12]

where the answer for Neumann function for arbitrary genus graph

was presented. It expresses the Neumann function in terms of

moduli .v
t
 so the answer is more complicated. The method we shall

use further in subsect.3 is more geometric and it allows to

express the Neumann function in proper terms of period matrix

determinant and the Jacobi map. In fact, our formulas can be

produced by integrating abelian differentials of the third kind

[23,24]. Moreover, the reader can find the answers for Green

functions of very similar kind in Sect.12 of the book [24]. They

were produced there on absolutely different grounds.

3.2. The One-Loop Case.

In this section we treat the one-loop case in detail. This case is

the simplest to deal with and it provides convenient tools for

studying more complicated cases. The plan of this subsection is

the following: given a Schottky group Г
] (
 we find the invariant

expression for W-point tachyon amplitude as an integral over dF
(
.

After that, in order to compare our result with the archimedean

one we transform the answer into an integral over the appropriate

fundamental domain in 0 . This transformation will be done Cor an
p

arbitrary choice of the generator 7 .

It was already pointed out in Sect.2 that for invariant

description in terms of the graph F neither the position of y-axle
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nor the detailed information about q in (2.1.4) are essential. The

only information we need is the p-adic norm of q that defines the

length m of the shift along the jr-axis. So the reduced graph F̂  is

the ring consisting of m vertices and m edges. (Fig.3b).

The Neumann function for the graph F may be found by

elementary methods [12]. The result is:

n (m - n )

-,0<n <m
N(z,v) = { 2m *'" (3.2.1)

-1 ,n =0
z , и z , w

where n^ ̂  is the minimal overlap of the path z*v and the ring F^

(Fig.5a), 1 is the minimal distance between the shortest path

zv and F* (Fig. 5b). Obviously, n^
 и
 and 1 ^ cannot be попгего

simultaneously. This follows from the fact that the correlation

function for two points lying on the same branch of F is just the

same as Neumann function for the tree T. The properties (3.1.20)

can be easily verified. The auxiliary source K(Z) is nonzero only

for the vertices of the ring F^ and has an uniform density -m"
1
.

The answer (3.2.1) can be rewritten in a more convenient form:

Here X is an arbitrary path between the points v and z, and

Z eCj is the cycle, Л is the only matrix element of period

matrix (2.2.4), Л
п
= <Z

i
,Z^>=m. We define (not only for 1-loop but

also for any multiloop case):

dfv+z,^) = sup inf d(y,v) (3.2.3)
I yeX
ы г wz

veF*

This 'distance to reduced graph' is non-zero only when v,z belong

to the same branch in F. Actually, the answers (3.2.1-3) have

sense in the limit z,v dF^. Namely, as r*«, the sum over £̂  in

(3.1.15) transforms into an integral over 3F with the measure:

-> prda(B ),
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Blr)cB i s the subset {veB :d(z)=r).

For the Gaussian integral (3.1.15) we obtain the expression:

л (fc,...,fc
H
)« lim \dnlx). .фЦх

и
)р \.p "•

Г.*ю
 J

•expjln p

i

r r

(3.2.4)

r r
The prefactors p . .p should b«s cancelled by the singular terms

in the exponential (r-»>«>). The conditions (3.1.16) do ensure these

cancellations and the final answer has the form:

S П *(*,) П
ie If

'
 J

(3.2.5)

where

log
p
^(x,y)- N(x,y)

n
X

2m

- i

n )
X i У , 0<n

X

, n

< M

- 0

(3.2.6)

(x,y € eFj).

Let us rewrite this integral as the one over fundamental

domain ЭГ(Г )с ST. Me can continue ? periodically to the whole

tree boundary (or, to the complete set of integers n ):

Ф(х,г{у)) •

for any rs!^. The form (3.2.5) is invariant because it does not

depend on the choice of the fundamental domain. To compare our

results with p-adic e-functions (Appendix B) it is nucesaary to
A

choose some concrete domain dF(V ) с ST =0 . This is equivalent to

the choice of the generating elenent ?
f
 for Г̂  in PGL(2,Pj. Let

us begin with the canonical form (2.1.3) of the generator. Then

- IX€0 | -m < ord x s 0V. (i.3.7)
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The invariant measure (3.1.4) transforms into

dji(jf) - dx/\x\
p
 , (3.2.8)

where dx is the standard Haar measure on О . On the lhs of (3.2.8)

x<tdF and on the rha xedF(r^) с О , the isomorphism being implied

in what follows. For p"• |у| >|jr| >|y| we have

n

P "
1У
 - |*/У|

р
 , (3.2.9a)

1 | * |
P *'

У
 ' * - v (3.2.9b)

and for M
p
-|y|

p
 :

(see Appendix A). In the second case the points x and у belong to

the sane branch growing from F^. Suppose ls\x/y\ <p", then (3.2.6)

can be rewritten using (3.2.9) as follows:

2 ordq . x ,1/г. у .

•
 p
 I у Ip Г " г l

p
-
 (3

-
2
'
10)

This formula can be periodically extended to all values of x and у

if one performs the infinite product:

) - p

ord p ( J

2

с/у

ord Jf

у

1 / 2

Pl
y
lp I

 x
l p n-jl ^Ipl

 y
h

2m

Here 0>ordq >0, qe pZ, the periodicity with respect to x-Yt(X)~qx

being clear, в (?/<J) is the one-dimensional odd p-adic e-function

(B.I). A» for the amplitude (3.2.5), we obtain:
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V
й
, V*

 х
 П infixVV] ' '"

 s
 П*;

In

(3.2.12)

where E(x,y) is the Prime form for the genus 1 (B.5):

Д, (HVyKHVx)
E{x,y) = (*-y) | — , x,y s о . (Э.2.13)

i (l-g
n
)
 P

The exponential in (3.2.12) can be treated as the p-adic norm of

the integral over zero modes which together with the Prime form

give a contribution to the Green function for the open string.

This integral in the archimedean case gives the following

contribution (in standard notations [25]):

2 ,

1 (-21n<J) }
I
 f q = e

2niT

t
 i

m T
 >o. (3.2.14)

(-21n<J) j

This expression nay be identically rewritten as

-2 log g
p
 p

 . (3.2.15)

The p-adic aodulus of this expression can be correctly defined

only xn an algebraic extension of О (note however that it is
p

always sufficient to consider finite extensions since the power

value in (3.2.15) is a rational number). Thus, the p-adic norm in

(3.2.15) being taken, we obtain the exponential term in (3.2.12).

Therefore, in order to obtain the p-adic amplitudes one may simply

perform the integration over О RS with the additive Haan measure

instead of the standard integration over RRS and replace a n real
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moduli by the p-adic ones. It confirms the proposal of the paper

[14] in which this trick has been claimed ad hoc for g=l. This

important observation appears to be valid with slight

modifications for higher genera as we shall demonstrate in the

next subsection.

Now let us consider for completeness the case of Г generated

by arbirtary hyperbolic y:

ax + b

7(x) = с PGL(2,0 ). (3.2.16)

ex + d
 p

The attractive and repulsive points v,u together with the

multiplier q can be easily found and we have for n , 1 :

П..У ̂  . (X-U) (У-Г) | -l
xy
 | (X-y) (U-Y)

P
 '

 =
 I(x-v)(y-u)|

p
 '

 p
 " |

- f l
Let r •= I \e PGL(2,0 ) be an element transforming the axis v+u

{с a j
 p

into a>*0 such that

с d) [О 1

(A possible choice of r is f "I ). Then the measure (3.1.4)
l-l v)

transforms as

dy |detT|
p
dr |u-«r|

p

du{x) = - —— = = — - — - dx (3.2.17)
|y | |cx+d| |ax+b| |x-u| |x-v|
• • " P ' ' P ' "P ' ' P ' ' P

x-u
Here у = 7(x) « J^J . So we have

1

p^ 2

 1 J *J ' - | x -
1 J pl lxru)lx-u)(xrY){x-r)

(Here n. « n , and I » 1, _ for brevity). Hence4 xi,xi и х 1 # х 4
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1 ' I I p
J-=t ' K J J = l K J

(Here the constraints (3.1.16) have been used). This relation is

valid for a special fundamental domain (see (2.1.4-5), which is in

fact the Q with two discs removed. The Prime form is performed by
p

the following infinite product:

• 1/2

(x-y)l M . (3.2.18)n
f <x-r

n

-Y)\ M "

So the periodicity of the whole expression holds and we obtain:

" " г > J i -I Vtj
A(k,...,k)~S r\dx П \ \ Е ( Х , Х ) \ р

 2B>
 , (3.2.19)

ar(r
t
)
lml 1 < J

L '
 lp

 -I
where m = ord q .

In the case of general orientation this comparison teaches us

one trivial but rather important lesson: the amplitudes do not

depend on the orientation of the r-axis. It is also true for the

raultiloop case: the PGL(2,0 ) -transformations do not affect the
p

structure of the answer, they change the fundamental domain only.

Therefore, it is more instructive to describe the scattering

processes in invariant terms of the factorized tree F.

He shall begin the next part with the description of the

arbitrary genus case.
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Figure Captions.

Flg.l Fundamental domains F(P ), 3F(V ) and the half-torus EKRS

in the archimedaan case.

Fig.2, Subgraphs in the tree: half-axis, axis v*u and branch В .

Fig.3 a). A typical fundamental domain of the Schottky group Г̂

in the tree.

b). The 'extended' p-adic torus (in the case of p=3).

Fig.4 a). A reduced graph for g=2.

b). The whole factorized tree (g=2, p=3).

Fig. 5 The various mutual positions of the reduced graph r" and

the path z>i/.
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